Phospholipid Scramblase 3 Controls Mitochondrial Structure, Function, and Apoptotic Response
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Abstract
Phospholipid scramblase 3 (PLS3) is a newly recognized member of a family of proteins responsible for phospholipid translocation between two lipid compartments. To study PLS3 function in mitochondria, we disrupted its conserved calcium-binding motif yielding an inactive mutant PLS3(F258V). Cells transfected with PLS3(F258V) exhibited reduced proliferative capacity. Mitochondrial analysis revealed that PLS3(F258V)-expressing cells have decreased mitochondrial mass shown by lower cytochrome c and cardiolipin (CL) content, poor mitochondrial respiration, and reduced oxygen consumption and intracellular ATP; whereas wild-type PLS3-transfected cells exhibit increased mitochondrial mass and enhanced respiration. Electron microscopic examination revealed that the mitochondria in PLS3(F258V)-expressing cells have densely packed cristae and are fewer in number and larger than those in control cells. The abnormal mitochondrial metabolism and structure in PLS3(F258V)-expressing cells were associated with decreased sensitivity to UV- and tBid-induced apoptosis and diminished translocation of CL to the mitochondrial outer membrane. In contrast, wild-type PLS3-transfected cells displayed increased sensitivity to apoptosis and enhanced CL translocation. These studies identify PLS3 as a critical regulator of mitochondrial structure and function, and CL transport in apoptosis.

Introduction
Regulation of apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is critical for development and tissue homeostasis, and dysregulation of apoptosis is a key factor in neoplastic transformation (1, 2). Apoptotic cell death is characterized by a proteolytic caspase cascade that emanates from either an ‘extrinsic’ pathway, initiated by membrane-bound death receptors leading to activation of caspase-8, or an ‘intrinsic’ pathway triggered by mitochondrial depolarization and subsequent activation of caspase-9 (3).

Caspase activation leads to distinct morphological changes, including mitochondrial disintegration, followed by nuclear fragmentation, chromatin condensation, and cytoplasmic membrane blebbing (4, 5). An additional early morphological event in cells undergoing apoptosis is translocation of phosphatidylserine (PS) from the inner to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (6–8). Externalized PS is recognized by macrophages, which rapidly remove apoptotic cells by phagocytosis (9, 10).

Mitochondria are central integrators of most apoptotic pathways (11). Activation of the intrinsic pathway causes mitochondrial release of a number of pro-apoptotic molecules including cytochrome c, endonuclease G (12, 13), SMAC/Diablo (14, 15), and apoptosis-inducing factor (16). In addition, multiple pro-apoptotic regulators including Bax, Bad, Bid, Bim, p53, JNK, PKC-α, nuclear receptor TR3 (11, 17), and the Peutz-Jeghers gene product LKB1 (18) are translocated to mitochondria during apoptosis. In some cell types, the extrinsic pathway is linked to the intrinsic pathway via activation of caspase-8, which causes NH2-terminal cleavage of Bid to generate tBid (19). The active tBid fragment is N-myristoylated (20) and then localizes to mitochondria through a positive interaction with cardiolipin (CL; 21). Activated tBid induces CL-dependent activation of Bax and Bak to form cytochrome c channels during apoptosis (22). In the absence of Bax and Bak, tBid is unable to induce cytochrome c release (23–25).

Phospholipid scramblases (PLS) are enzymes responsible for bidirectional movement of phospholipids (26), and four PLS family members have been identified (27). PLS1 is located in the plasma membrane and is responsible for translocation of phospholipids between the inner and outer leaflets (28). Although apoptotic PS translocation was unaltered in PLS1-deficient mice (29), the role of PLS1 in apoptosis remains unclear given the presence of additional enzymes associated with plasma membrane phospholipid translocation such as aminophospholipid translocase (26, 30, 31). PLS family members contain a conserved calcium-binding motif, and Zhou et al. (32) found that mutation of residues in this region of PLS1 completely eliminated enzymatic activity. PLS1 is phosphorylated at Thr-161 by PKC-δ, which translocates to the plasma membrane during apoptosis (33); in addition, PLS1 is phosphorylated at Tyr-69/74 by c-abl kinase (34). The role of calcium binding and these various phosphorylation events in PLS1 activation and regulation, however, remain to be determined.

A newly identified member of the scramblase family, designated PLS3, is localized to the mitochondria rather than plasma membrane (35). However, little is known regarding the
physiological function of PLS3 in mitochondria. We have shown previously that PLS3, like PLS1, is phosphorylated by PKC-γ (35). A mitochondrial targeted PKC-γ dramatically enhanced susceptibility to apoptosis in cells overexpressing PLS3, suggesting that PLS3 is the direct mitochondrial effector of PKC-γ-induced apoptosis (35). In this study, we report that the activity of PLS3 affects both mitochondrial structure and function, and modulates apoptotic translocation of CL from the mitochondrial inner membrane (IM) to the outer membrane (OM) and tBid-induced cytochrome c release.

Results

Both Wild-Type and Mutant PLS3 Localize to Mitochondria

We have produced a functional mutant of PLS3 with a mutagenesis approach analogous to that reported by Zhou et al. (32). The authors found that mutation of Phe281 of the calcium-binding motif in PLS1 abolished function (32). We converted the corresponding Phe258 in PLS3 to valine and generated stable transfectants of the mutant PLS3(F258V) in HEK293 cells. Transfectants of control (293-vector) and wild-type PLS3 (293-PLS3) were prepared similarly. Whole cell lysates of the G418-resistant clones were examined by Western blotting. Endogenous PLS3 could be detected in control whole cell lysates and transfectants expressing the wild-type or mutant PLS3 demonstrated increased levels of PLS3 (Fig. 1A). Subcellular fractionation indicated that the PLS3(F258V) protein localized to mitochondria, similar to the wild-type PLS3 (Fig. 1B). The integrity of cytosolic and mitochondrial fractions was confirmed by blotting for tubulin and voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), respectively (Fig. 1B). Similar transfectants were established in HeLa cells (not shown) for additional experiments described below.

Slow Growth in Cells Expressing PLS3(F258V) Mutant

The 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells were cultured over a 3-day period and serial cell counts were performed to monitor cell proliferation. The growth rate of 293-PLS3 cells was comparable to that of 293-vector cells, but 293-PLS3(F258V) cells grew at a slower rate (Fig. 1C), indicating that the PLS3(F258V) mutant interferes with cell growth. Cell cycle analysis revealed that the slow growth did not result from spontaneous G1 or G2-M arrest (not shown).

Expression of PLS3 Mutant Decreases Mitochondrial Mass and Transmembrane Potential

Because PLS3 localized to mitochondria and the growth of 293-PLS3(F258V) cells was slower than control cells, we suspected that mitochondria might be defective in cells expressing mutant PLS3. First, we analyzed the mitochondrial mass and membrane potential using JC-1 dye and flow cytometry. There were two peaks in JC-1 green fluorescence, corresponding to the mitochondrial mass (36). The low intensity peak was predominant in 293-vector cells and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells grew at a slower rate (Fig. 1C), indicating that the PLS3(F258V) mutant interferes with cell growth. Cell cycle analysis revealed that the slow growth did not result from spontaneous G1 or G2-M arrest (not shown).

PLS3 cells and left shift in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells (Fig. 2A, right). Similar results were obtained using Rhodamine 123 (Fig. 2B, right) with control 293-vector cells treated with 20 μM antimycin A, an inhibitor of mitochondrial electron transport complex, serving as an internal control (Fig. 2B, left). Thus, while overexpression of PLS3 was associated with increased mitochondrial mass and transmembrane potential, expression of PLS3(F258V) was associated with decreased mitochondrial mass and transmembrane potential.

Next, we quantitated in these cells several markers to correlate with changes of mitochondrial mass. As shown in Fig. 2C, levels of cytochrome c in whole cell lysates were dramatically reduced in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells compared to
293-vector and 293-PLS3 cells. By contrast, levels of VDAC were unaffected in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells and slightly increased in 293-PLS3 cells (Fig. 2C). Staining for cytosolic tubulin served as a loading control (Fig. 2C). Given the interaction of cytochrome \( c \) with mitochondrial CL, we determined the relative amounts of CL using the CL-specific fluorescence dye NAO (37, 38). As shown in Fig. 2D, CL levels were reduced in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells by almost 50% compared to control or 293-PLS3 cells. Finally, we quantified the amount of mitochondrial DNA by extracting DNA from purified mitochondria and did not detect any difference among 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells (not shown). Using a more sensitive real-time PCR technique with a set of mitochondrion-specific PCR primers as described (39), we found no difference in the copy number of mitochondrial encoded NADH dehydrogenase (subunit 1) in genomic DNAs from these three cell types (Fig. 2E).

**Overexpression of PLS3 Mutant Reduces Intracellular ATP and Mitochondrial Respiration**

The slower growth and reduced mitochondrial potential of 293-PLS3(F258V) cells suggested that mutant PLS3 interferes with mitochondrial respiration. We measured the total intracellular ATP levels by preparing trichloroacetic acid (TCA)-treated cell lysates for a luciferase assay (40). While the ATP concentration was 15% higher in 293-PLS3 cells compared to 293-vector cells, it was 10% lower (\( P < 0.01 \)) in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells (Fig. 3A).

Next, we measured oxygen consumption in isolated mitochondria on incubation with succinate (substrate for state 4 respiration) and subsequently, after addition of ADP (for state 3 respiration). Compared to control and 293-PLS3 cells, the rate of oxygen consumption was reduced in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells (Fig. 3B). The rate of state 4 respiration was slightly lower in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells (3.5 \( \pm 0.14 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)) compared to 293-vector (4.05 \( \pm 0.21 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)) and 293-PLS3 cells (4.15 \( \pm 0.21 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \); Fig. 3C). The rate of state 3 respiration in 293-PLS3 cells (17.5 \( \pm 0.71 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)) was higher than control cells (15 \( \pm 1.41 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)); whereas that of 293-PLS3(F258V) cells decreased by nearly 40% (9.85 \( \pm 0.21 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \); Fig. 3C). The rate of state 3 respiration in 293-PLS3 cells (17.5 \( \pm 0.71 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)) was lower than control cells (15 \( \pm 1.41 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \)); whereas that of 293-PLS3(F258V) cells decreased by nearly 40% (9.85 \( \pm 0.21 \) pmol/min/\( \mu g \); Fig. 3C). The ratios of state 3 versus state 4 respiration (respiratory control ratio, RCR) are calculated as 3.70 (293-vector cells), 4.22 (293-PLS3 cells), and 2.81 (293-PLS3(F258V) cells). Thus, mitochondrial respiration was dramatically suppressed by expression of the PLS3(F258V) mutant and enhanced by overexpression of wild-type PLS3.

**Gross Alterations in Mitochondrial Morphology in 293-PLS3(F258V) Cells**

We next examined the mitochondria in these cells by electron microscopy. Mitochondria in 293-PLS3 cells were distinct from those in 293-vector cells, with fewer cristae present (Fig. 4, A and B). In contrast, 293-PLS3 cells were distinct from those in 293-vector cells, with fewer cristae present (Fig. 4, A and B).

---

**FIGURE 2.** Overexpression of mutant PLS3 reduces mitochondrial mass, potential, and cytochrome \( c \) and CL content. A. 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells were incubated with JC-1 dye as indicated and green (left panel) and red (right panel) fluorescence were determined by flow cytometry. B. Flow cytometry curves for 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells stained with Rhodamine 123. The left panel shows the decrease of mitochondrial potential by treatment of 293-vector cells with 20 \( \mu M \) antimycin A for 6 h. The right panel shows the mitochondrial potential determined by Rhodamine 123. C. Western blotting of whole cell lysates from 293-vector (lane 1), 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells stained with Rhodamine 123. The left panel shows the decrease of mitochondrial potential by treatment of 293-vector cells with 20 \( \mu M \) antimycin A for 6 h. The right panel shows the mitochondrial potential determined by Rhodamine 123. D. Flow cytometry curves for 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells stained with 10-N-nonyl-3,6-bis (dimethylamino) acridine orange (NAO). D. flow cytometry curves for 293-vector, 293-PLS3, and 293-PLS3(F258V) cells stained with 10-N-nonyl-3,6-bis (dimethylamino) acridine orange (NAO). E. Quantitative PCR analysis of mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase in 400 ng of whole cell genomic DNA. Curves 1–3 are the crossing points (in cycle numbers) of the three cells are indicated.
displayed few mitochondria, and these were notably large in size and abnormal in shape (Fig. 4C). They contained numerous cristae tightly packed together (Fig. 4C). Thus, perturbation of PLS3 by overexpression of wild-type or mutant PLS3 causes abnormal mitochondrial morphology.

Overexpression of PLS3 Changes the Susceptibility of UV-Induced Apoptosis

Given the central role of mitochondria in apoptosis (11), we sought to determine how overexpression of PLS3 might affect susceptibility to apoptosis. HeLa cell transfectants HeLa-vector, HeLa-PLS3, and HeLa-PLS3(F258V) were UV-irradiated and then assessed after 4 h for viability using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. Cell viability after UV irradiation was 50% for HeLa-vector cells, 19.5% for HeLa-PLS3 cells, and 74% in HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells (Fig. 5A). To confirm that the cell death was indeed apoptotic in nature, cells were also examined by Annexin V staining. As shown in Fig. 5B, UV irradiation increased the percentage of Annexin V-positive cells from 16% to 31% in HeLa-vector cells and from 20% to 38% in HeLa-PLS3 cells. By contrast, minimal change (11–15%) was detected in HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells after UV irradiation (Fig. 5B). Thus, overexpression of PLS3 enhanced UV-induced apoptosis, while expression of mutant PLS3 was associated with resistance to apoptosis.

Next, we examined the effects of this UV treatment on mitochondrial mass and potential. As shown above (Fig. 2A), unirradiated 293-vector cells exhibited two populations based on JC-1 green fluorescence that reflect differences in mitochondrial mass. Exposure to UV did not dramatically change...
the distribution of these two populations (Fig. 5C). However, the JC-1 red analysis of the mitochondrial potential exhibited a shift of the curve to left after UV irradiation. In UV-treated 293-PLS3 cells, on the other hand, the JC-1 red curve shifted to the right (Fig. 5C). In 293-PLS3(F258V) cells, this pattern did not change after UV treatment (Fig. 5C), consistent with the resistance of these cells to UV-induced apoptosis.

UV Irradiation and PLS3 Overexpression Increase CL in Mitochondrial OM

To investigate a potential mechanistic role of PLS3 in apoptosis, we examined mitochondrial phospholipid changes in cells exposed to UV irradiation. Cellular phospholipids were labeled with $[^{32}P]P_i$, and phospholipids from mitochondrial membranes were analyzed by TLC. The efficacy of separation of mitochondrial IM and OM was assessed by the marker enzymes monoamine oxidase (MAO, an OM marker enzyme) and malate dehydrogenase (MDH, an IM/matrix marker enzyme; 41, 42). Both IM and OM fractions contained about 80% of the respective marker enzymes (Fig. 6A), similar to what has been reported in the literature (41). Comparing equal amounts of mitochondria from 293-vector cells before and after UV irradiation, we observed that levels of the most abundant phospholipid, phosphatidylcholine (PC), did not change after UV radiation; whereas CL and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) levels increased after UV irradiation (Fig. 6, B and C). While the percentage of PE in the OM did not change after UV (Fig. 6B), the percentage of CL in the OM increased from 12% to 27% (Fig. 6, B and D). Similar studies were then performed in the same amounts of mitochondria from 293-PLS3 cells, the percentage of CL in the OM was elevated at 22% before UV treatment and further increased following UV radiation to 45% (Fig. 6C), suggesting that PLS3 facilitates CL transport from IM to OM at steady state and during apoptosis. By contrast, in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells, there was baseline CL in the OM that did not increase after UV treatment (Fig. 6, C and D), suggesting that expression of PLS3 mutant prevents mitochondrial CL transport.

PLS3 Regulates tBid-Induced Mitochondrial Cytochrome c Release

Given that CL is the mitochondrial target of tBid (21), we hypothesized that PLS3-mediated CL transport to the mitochondrial OM may regulate susceptibility to tBid-induced apoptosis. Mitochondria isolated from HeLa-vector, HeLa-PLS3, and HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells were incubated with recombinant tBid, and cytochrome c release was assessed by Western blotting of mitochondrial pellets and supernatants. Because the yield of mitochondria from HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells was lower (Fig. 2), we balanced the total amount of mitochondria before the in vitro release study. While there was slightly greater cytochrome c release from mitochondria derived from HeLa-PLS3 cells than from HeLa-vector cells, there was less cytochrome c release from HeLa-PLS3(F258V) mitochondria (Fig. 7A). The amounts of cytochrome c and VDAC remaining in the mitochondrial pellets from the three cell types were roughly equivalent (Fig. 7A). Using densitometry, we calculated the percentages of cytochrome c release from HeLa-vector, HeLa-PLS3, and HeLa-PLS3(F258V) mitochondria to be 32.9%, 34.6%, and 18.9%, respectively (Fig. 7B). The effect of mitochondrial expression of PLS3 is not limited to cytochrome c release. We also tested the supernatants with SMAC antibody and found that SMAC release by recombinant tBid was greatly enhanced by overexpression of PLS3 and slightly suppressed by expression of PLS3(F258V) mutant (Fig. 7, A and B).
Discussion

Phospholipid translocation events are important for multiple aspects of the apoptotic process. Translocation of PS from the inner to outer leaflet of the plasma membrane, for example, is critical for recognition and clearance of apoptotic cells by macrophages (9, 10). Here we demonstrate that translocation of CL from the mitochondrial IM to OM is regulated by the newly recognized PLS family member PLS3, which proves critical for maintaining normal mitochondrial apoptotic function. We found that disruption of CL transport to the mitochondrial OM, accomplished through overexpression of mutant PLS3, was not only associated with diminished apoptotic responsiveness but also with profound alterations in mitochondrial structure and oxidative function. Overexpression of PLS3, on the other hand, led to increased CL translocation to the mitochondrial OM that was associated with both enhanced respiration and apoptotic response.

The regulation of apoptotic responsiveness by PLS3 appears related to its role in mitochondrial CL transport. Garcia Fernandez et al. (43) have reported that intramitochondrial CL redistribution occurs as an early event in apoptosis. Due to the localization of CL synthase, mitochondrial CL is primarily (estimated 90%) present in the IM (44, 45). Thus, for normal apoptotic responses, CL must be transported to the OM for physical interaction with tBid (21) and for facilitating Bax-induced cytochrome c release (22), because both these proteins remain in the OM and would otherwise be inaccessible to CL in the IM. Using 32P-labeling of phospholipids and biochemical fractionation of mitochondrial membranes to assess CL levels, we confirmed the predominant localization of CL to the IM and its translocation to OM during UV-induced apoptosis. The amounts of CL in the mitochondrial IM and OM before and after UV irradiation were also measured using capillary electrophoresis, and similar findings were obtained (46). Our finding that the OM fraction of CL increased in cells overexpressing PLS3 and decreased in cells expressing mutant PLS3 suggests a positive role for PLS3 in translocating CL to the OM. During UV-induced apoptosis, we observed enhanced CL translocation on overexpression of PLS3, while overexpression of mutant PLS3 suppressed translocation following UV treatment. The increased susceptibility to UV-induced apoptosis seen in cells overexpressing PLS3 is likely due to increased CL content in the OM that facilitates tBid recruitment and Bax activation. Our demonstration of increased cytochrome c and SMAC release induced by recombinant tBid from mitochondria isolated from HeLa-PLS3 compared to HeLa-vector cells is consistent with

FIGURE 5. PLS3 regulates susceptibility to UV-induced apoptosis. A, HeLa-vector, HeLa-PLS3, and HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells were UV-irradiated as indicated, and viability was determined by MTT staining. Error bars, SDs from five independent measurements. B, Histograms of cells stained with Annexin V-PE before and after UV treatment, with gates indicating percentages of apoptotic cells. C, JC-1 green (left panels) and red (right panels) histograms of untreated (solid line) and UV-irradiated (dotted line) cells.
this notion. Mitochondria from HeLa-PLS3(F258V) cells, by contrast, released far less cytochrome \( c \) in response to tBid compared to HeLa-vector cells (18.9\% versus 32.9\%). Thus, our studies demonstrate a clear relationship between CL transport to OM by intact PLS3 function and tBid-induced release of apoptogenic factors. Although we do not have evidence for translocation or synthesis of other mitochondrial phospholipids during apoptosis, based on the mitochondrial structural changes (47) and the finding that Bid itself has lipid transferase activity (48, 49), other mitochondrial lipid remodeling will be discovered in the future.

We found that disruption of PLS3 function resulted in profound morphological changes in the mitochondria. Mitochondria in 293-PLS3 cells have looser cristae than in 293-vector cells; whereas mitochondria in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells were sparse in number and of larger size, with densely packed cristae. This type of abnormal mitochondrial morphology represents a novel phenotype. The morphology of mitochondria in 293-PLS3 cells is reminiscent to what was reported in CHO cells that are defective in biogenesis of phosphatidylglycerol and CL. In those studies (50, 51), mitochondria appeared greatly enlarged and swollen, and the cristae were disorganized. We observed similar morphology in the mitochondria of 293-PLS3 cells, but they have a normal level of CL. Overexpression of mutant PLS3 decreases the level of CL and creates a pattern of tightly packed cristae. This pattern suggests defects in the mitochondrial membranes that are consistent with decreased OM expansion and increased IM expansion. Given the IM localization of CL and the demonstrated role here of PLS3 in CL translocation, the abnormal cristae structure in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells probably results from retention and accumulation of phospholipids that PLS3 may transport in the mitochondrial IM and consequent failure of the OM to expand properly.
Two other studies have described apoptotic mitochondrial morphology. First, in a study by Frank et al. (52), mitochondria displayed a reticulotubular morphology and converted to a punctiform pattern during apoptosis. This process required translocation of Drp1 from the cytoplasm to mitochondrial division sites. Blocking Drp1 with a dominant negative mutant prevented the morphological conversion, release of cytochrome c, and cell death, implying that mitochondrial fission is an important step of apoptosis (52). In our study, the large size of mitochondria in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells suggests that their division may also be impaired. It would be interesting to test whether there is any defect in Drp1 targeting to the site of division in these cells. In the second study by Scorrano et al. (47), recombinant Bid was used to induce apoptosis in cell-free mitochondria so as to investigate cristae remodeling. Normal mitochondria displayed a partially condensed conformation with numerous narrow cristae that are connected to the OM by narrow tubular junctions. When mitochondria were incubated with recombinant tBid, cristae fused into larger compartments, and cristae junctions widened markedly (47). The mitochondrial morphology described here does not appear similar to either of these studies. The relative resistance of mitochondria expressing PLS3(F258V) to tBid-induced cytochrome c release indicates that the membranous defects induced by blocking PLS3 may interfere with the remodeling of cristae during apoptosis.

It is unclear how changes in PLS3 activity interfere with CL synthesis. CL synthesis is initiated by conversion of CTP and phosphatidic acid to CDP-diacylglycerol and glycerol-3-phosphate by CTP:phosphatidic acid cytidylyltransferase. The products are metabolized by phosphatidylglycerophosphate (PGP) synthase to PGP. PGP loses one phosphate to become phosphatidylglycerol and is converted to CL by CL synthase (53, 54). Many factors can potentially regulate CL synthesis, including availability of ATP or plasma fatty acids in diabetes, ischemia and reperfusion, and hormonal regulation of PGP synthase (54, 55). Determination of the activities of enzymes involved in the CL synthesis may elucidate the mechanism of decreased CL in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells.

Examination of the mitochondria in our transfectants by JC-1 and Rhodamine staining suggested that PLS3, in addition to maintaining gross mitochondrial structure and apoptotic responsiveness, is also a determinant of mitochondrial mass and transmembrane potential. The abnormal mitochondrial structure in PLS3-targeted cells was correlated with decreased mitochondrial mass and potential, while overexpression of PLS3 was associated with increased mitochondrial mass and potential. Mitochondria in 293-PLS3 cells exhibited increased transmembrane potential after UV irradiation compared to loss of potential in UV-irradiated control cells. The JC-1 staining revealed two populations of cells: the population with greater mitochondrial mass appeared more metabolically active with respect to ATP production and oxidative phosphorylation, as reflected by higher ATP levels and state 3 respiration. This population increased in 293-PLS3 and decreased in PLS3(F258V) cells, suggesting that mitochondria in 293-PLS3(F258V) cells have defective oxidative respiration and poor oxygen consumption. This functional defect is likely related to their lower content of CL and cytochrome c, which was 50% of that in control and PLS3-transfected cells. Interestingly, levels of VDAC, which is unrelated to oxidative phosphorylation, were not affected by modulation of PLS3 in these cells. Mitochondrial DNA also remains unchanged. A previous connection between low CL and impaired respiration has been shown in a yeast mutant lacking CL synthase (56) or PGP synthase (53, 57).

In summary, our studies establish a central role for the PLS family member PLS3 in regulating mitochondrial structure and function. We conclude that the primary function of PLS3 is to mediate CL transport from the mitochondrial IM to OM, and disruption of this process ultimately leads to profound defects in mitochondrial architecture, mass and transmembrane potential, and apoptotic responsiveness.

Materials and Methods

Wild-Type PLS3 and PLS3(F258V) Transfectants

HEK293 cells and HeLa cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS and penicillin/streptomycin. Mutation of Phe258 in PLS3 to valine was carried out by...
site-directed mutagenesis according to manufacturer’s protocol (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). The cDNAs encoding wild-type PLS3 and PLS3(F258V) were cloned into the expression vector pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and transfected into HEK293 or HeLa cells using the calcium phosphate precipitation method. Transfected cells were selected with G418 (1 mg/ml) and resistant clones were picked and expanded for Western analysis using anti-PLS3 antibody. Polyclonal antibody was raised in rabbits against the NH2-terminal 50 amino acids of PLS3 (Zymed Laboratories, San Francisco, CA) and purified by affinity chromatography before use (35). Monoclonal antibody against tubulin was from Santa Cruz Technology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Cytochrome c antibody was from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA) and VDAC antibody was from Affinity BioReagents, Inc. (Golden, CO). SMAC antibody was from Imgenex (San Diego, CA).

Flow Cytometry Analysis

Flow cytometry was performed on a FACScan using Cell Quest software (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA) at the University of Utah core facility. To determine mitochondrial mass and transmembrane potential, cells were incubated with 10 μg/ml JC-1 or Rhodamine 123 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) followed by flow cytometry (58). Cell cycle analysis was performed on ethanol-fixed cells stained with propidium iodide (50 μg/ml) before flow cytometry analysis.

Electron Microscopy

Cells were fixed overnight at 4°C in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 1% paraformaldehyde, with the addition of 2.4% sucrose and 8 mM CaCl2, then washed twice with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate and refixed for 45 min in 2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer. After washing in water, cells were stained en bloc with saturated aqueous uranyl acetate for 1 h. After dehydration in a graded series of ethanol, infiltration was carried out over a series of ethanol/Spurr’s plastic ratios and finally embedded in straight Spurr’s plastic. Sections were polymerized overnight in a 60°C oven and sectioned with a diamond knife to a thickness of 60–80 nm, and sections were picked up on 135 hex mesh grids. Sections were stained in saturated aqueous uranyl acetate followed by Reynold’s lead citrate. All electron micrographs were taken on a Hitachi H-7100 transmission electron microscope at 75 kV.

Subcellular Fractionation and Preparation of Mitochondria and Mitoplasts

Mitochondria were isolated by differential centrifugation. Briefly, cells were washed once with mitochondria isolation buffer (MIB) containing 200 mM mannitol, 70 mM sucrose, 1 mM EGTA, and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). After incubating for 10 min in ice-cold MIB containing 0.5 mg/ml BSA, cells were disrupted by passing through 25G needle 10 times. The homogenate was centrifuged at 800 × g for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and spun at 10,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C, and the pellet was resuspended in MIB containing BSA as the crude mitochondria. The supernatant was centrifuged at 30,000 × g for 60 min to collect the cytoplasm.

To further fractionate mitochondria for isolation of OM and IM, crude mitochondria (400 μg by protein) were incubated in 2 ml KH2PO4 (10 mM) with stirring for 15 min at 4°C. Equal volume of a buffer containing 32% sucrose, 30% glycerol, 10 mM KH2PO4, and 10 mM MgCl2 was added and stirred for another 15 min. Mitochondria were broken by passing through 25G needles 8 times followed by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 10 min. The supernatant contains the OM, and the pellet contains mitoplasts. To determine the purity of separation, we measured the activities of MAO and MDH, as OM and IM markers as described (41).

Quantitation of Mitochondrial DNA

Whole cell genomic and mitochondrial DNAs were isolated by DNAzol (Molecular Research Center, Inc., Cincinnati, OH) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and dissolved in 8 mM NaOH before quantification. The copy number of mitochondrial DNA in whole cell genomic DNAs was determined by real-time PCR using a set of mitochondrion-specific PCR primers (5’ AACATACCCATGGCCAACCT and 5’ GGCGAGAGGATCAGGATG) that amplify NADH dehydrogenase (subunit 1) as described (39). Quantitative PCR was performed by the Roche LightCycler system (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) using SYBR Green I dye.

CL and Phospholipid Analysis

For CL quantitation, 10⁶ cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 10 min. CL was stained with 30 μM NAO (Molecular Probes; Refs. 37, 38), and the fluorescence intensities at 590 nm were measured using a Bio-Tek microplate reader. In pilot studies, we found that an NAO concentration of 15 μM was sufficient to saturate mitochondrial CL in 10⁵ cells. For phospholipid analysis, cells were labeled with 0.5 mCi [32P]Pi, per each 10-cm plate overnight before UV irradiation and harvesting. Cells were washed twice with cold PBS followed by mitochondria isolation and IM and OM fractionation. Phospholipids were extracted according to the standard method of Bligh and Dyer (59). Lipids were analyzed by TLC in a solvent system of chloroform-methanol-water-ammonium hydroxide 120:75:6.2 (v/v; 60) using Whatman silica TLC plates (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA).

Cell Viability and Apoptosis

Cells were irradiated with unfiltered UV-B lamps (National Biological Corp., Twinsburg, OH) at 4 J/m²/s over 2 min. Cell viability assays using MTT (Chemicon International Corp., Temecula, CA) were performed as described (61). Staining with Annexin V-PE (BD PharMingen, San Diego, CA) and flow cytometric analysis were performed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Intracellular ATP and Oxygen Consumption

For ATP quantitation, cells (1 × 10⁷) were washed with cold PBS, lysed with 5% trichloroacetic acid, and the resulting supernatants were analyzed using a commercial ATP kit (Biotherma, Haninge, Sweden) and a MLX Microtiter plate Luminometer (Dynex Technologies, Inc, Chantilly, VA). State 3 and 4 mitochondrial oxygen consumption was measured at...
25°C using a Mitocell connected to a two-channel dissolved oxygen measuring system (model #782, Strathkelvin Instrument, Glasgow, United Kingdom). Mitochondria were isolated from cells as described (62). Mitochondrial fractions (50 μg protein) were then diluted in respiration buffer [225 mM mannitol, 70 mM sucrose, 10 mM KH₂PO₄, and 1 mM EGTA (pH 7.2)]. For state 4 (steady state) respiration, succinate with or without freshly made tBid at 25°C was used. Mitochondria were incubated with the reaction buffer [250 mM sucrose, 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM KCl, 3 mM KH₂PO₄, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mg/ml BSA (pH 7.4)] with or without freshly made tBid at 25°C for 20 min, then the supernatants and pellets were separated by centrifugation (10,000 g) for 10 min before Western analysis with antibodies against VDAC, cytochrome c, and SMAC. Bands were quantified by densitometry to calculate the percentage of release from mitochondria into supernatants.

Recombinant tBid-Induced Cytochrome c Release

The cDNA encoding tBid was cloned into pGEX6P-3 vector (Amersham-Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ) and recombinant tBid was expressed in Escherichia coli as a fusion protein with glutathione S-transferase (GST). The fusion protein was purified with glutathione-Sepharose 4B affinity beads and cleaved by PreScission protease (Amersham-Pharmacia) in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT (pH 7.0). Mitochondria were incubated with the reaction buffer [250 mM sucrose, 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM KCl, 3 mM KH₂PO₄, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mg/ml BSA (pH 7.4)] without or with freshly made tBid at 25°C for 20 min, then the supernatants and pellets were separated by centrifugation (10,000 g) for 10 min before Western analysis with antibodies against VDAC, cytochrome c, and SMAC. Bands were quantified by densitometry to calculate the percentage of release from mitochondria into supernatants.

Statistics

Data derived from multiple determinations were evaluated by t tests using Prism software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). P values that are <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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